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Reports from NGOs at the UN
Commission on the Status of Women
While the UN Commission on the Status of Women was meeting in
March, the Network co-sponsored one important event — “Avenues to Accountability”— and staff members attended more than 20 other side events
sponsored by Non-Governmental Organizations.
“Avenues to Accountability” featured a screening of the film “The
Whistleblower,” a dramatization of the involvement of UN peacemakers in
the trafficking of women into brothels just after the war in Bosnia. Following the film Madeleine Rees, who was the UN high commissioner for human rights in Bosnia at the time and who was dramatized in the film, spoke
about the continuation of abuses today wherever UN peacekeepers are sent.
She called for an end to the diplomatic immunity and other practices
which allow the UN member states and the Security Council to look the
other way while trafficking is going on. All members states agree that trafficking should be stopped — as long as it doesn’t affect their own troops.
Madeleine Rees is now director of the Women’s International
League for Peace and Freedom (WILPF), which is working hard to expose
this system. Madre, another organization represented on the panel of experts who spoke following the film, has been confronting trafficking among
refugees in Haiti since the earthquake in 2010.
If you are interested in this issue, a way to start is to download this
compelling film from Netflix or some other source and obtain more information online from WILPF and Madre. You can also consult the Network’s
own booklet “Modern Slavery,” advertised on the back of this newsletter.
Other Side Events
Other meetings attended by Network staff concerned issues of violence against women ranging from sex trafficking to rape during warfare to
all forms of interpersonal violence. A sampling of the titles: “Survivors
Speak: Prostitution and Sex Trafficking;” “Violence, Economics and War;”
“Women Working Together to End Violence;” “Conversations Circle on
Peace and Security.”
Attending these meetings deepened our understanding of violence
against women. Peggy Ray wrote a piece for the Network’s blog on her
reflections after attending the session on “Violence, Economics and
War” (see www.networkforpeace.com, click blog and go to “Abolish
War?”); Virginia Dorgan contributes some reflections on the Director’s
page in this newsletter. Intern Taina de Carvalho wrote a piece for the blog
entitled “Violence Against Women: A Way Out” which is reproduced in
this newsletter on page 2.
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Reflections after the Commission on the Status of Women
Violence Against Women: A Way Out
By Taina de Carvalho
Our Network for Peace staff attended many side events of the meetings of
the Commission on the Status of Women (CSW) that took place in March 2013 at
the United Nations.
We learned about the importance of the involvement of communities in the
mission of ending violence against women. Many of these events also related to
the legal methods of preventing and remedying this type of violence, but in all of
them the support of the community was cited as crucial in order to attain advancement.

Taina de Carvalho

Certainly the creation of laws is an essential part of the change we need. However, courageous
action and community involvement are necessary to insure that the laws are implemented. We should not
underestimate the power that organic movements have in the process of modifying behavior and attitudes
towards the social acceptance of violence against women and girls.
In addition, an important step in this process is to educate women about the problem and to make
them the main agent of change. In many of the side events the need to educate women about their rights
and the fact that violence of any sort should not be acceptable was mentioned as an indispensable tool to
eradicate violence against women. Unfortunately it was stated that a considerable number of women who
are in abusive relationships cannot even recognize themselves as being violated. Therefore educating
women, men and the whole community about the issue are essential parts of changing behavior and the
mentality of a society.
Peggy Ray, one of our staff, discussed an event in which she participated that shows a good example of what has been discussed. She told us of about a campaign that has made great use of linking women with the community around them as a tool to eradicate violence against women in South Asia. She reported about the work of the WECAN campaign that aims to change social norms of acceptance of violence against women by encouraging women to become change makers by their recognition of being violated and then sharing that recognition with ten other people in the community. The program started in
2004, and reports have shown that the initiative has been quite effective and efficient. To learn more
about the program go to http://www.wecanglobal.com .
Surely WECAN is a good example of how a movement that started within the communities is able
to expand and bring the change needed in our male dominated/patriarchal society. In terms of gender inequality another important aspect of the issue is that many communities have legitimized violence against
women by accepting it as part of their culture. However, we should be careful not to confuse culture with
ancient set behaviors of oppression. Culture should not violate human rights in the first place. Culture
should not be preserved at the cost of perpetuating violence against women. In summary, these were our
reflections and the main ideas that came out of the week of side events of the CSW.
Network for Peace through Dialogue is a 501(c)3 organization and depends on individual contributions. Any contribution you can make in cash, stock, or a bequest will help to further our work.
Theaddress and phone number are on the cover of this newsletter. Thank you.
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Living Room Dialogues
Bringing Living Room Dialogues to Your Living Room
By Viriginia Dorgan
For many years now the Network for Peace through Dialogue has recognized Social Media as an important tool to communicate information on what we do, to express and promote our values and to interact
with people wherever they are. We struggled, limped along, made sporadic initiatives and came to realize
that we needed help. So we advertised in Idealist for a Social Media Coordinator and along came Puja Sharma. Puja was full of ideas and experience. She immediately reactivated and coordinated our Facebook and
Twitter accounts, getting friends, making appropriate Tweets, following related groups and getting followers
for us. She then came to us to recommend Google Hangouts to “bring the Living Room Dialogue to your
living room.”
We began with a series of three sessions focused on our recent involvement in the CSW’s elimination of violence against women. We started with three half-hour sessions with friends who would understand as we straighten out technical difficulties. Each of the sessions have improved. As we completed the
third Puja was very pleased that we were able to conduct a substantial conversation. This was the same time
that Puja’s husband got a position in San Francisco, and she left us to go with him. Now intern Taina de
Carvalho is coordinating our Hangout and we are incorporating our Principles of High Quality Dialogue into
the process of each session. We think this process can enable us to expand understanding and skills of dialogue and build the peace.
To participate you need
— to be available when the discussion is scheduled. Over the summer we will work out schedules.
— a Gmail address, which you send to us so that we can put you on the invitation list. These are free and
very easy to set up.
— camera in or on your computer.
We welcome you. Send us your Gmail address. The messages come from dialogue2peace@gmail.com
(the Network for Peace’s Gmail address.)

Women as Peacebuilders (Continued from page 5)
Session 5. Lyn Fine, founder of Mindful Peacebuilding ,
co-founder of the Community of Mindfulness/NY
There are at least two interconnected avenues to peacebuilding, according to Lyn
Fine. One is to focus on inner transformation, another on changing institutional
structures of society. Although Lyn has traveled both paths in her life, engagement with inner peacebuilding was most evident in her presentation at the Living
Room Dialogue…..
Lyn ended her talk on a note of hope. As far as the future of humanity is concerned, she said, she believes that young people are coming to understand that we
are one planet and that walls between peoples will fall away. Our inner work is to
realize that there are no enemies. She quoted the poem “Please Call Me By My
True Names” by Thich Nhat Hanh, “I am a mayfly metamorphosing/ on the surface of the river./ And I am the bird/that swoops down to swallow the mayfly.”
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From the Director

Coming up

Since our last newsletter, Fall of 2012, there has been
a flurry of activity in the Network for Peace office. Continuing our major work against human trafficking, we have now
gathered and published on our website stories of the use of
our book Modern Slavery: the Secret World of Trafficking of
Women by groups all over the country. See them at
(http://networkforpeace.com/topics/trafficking/
human_trafficking.html#sessions).
Kathleen Kanet and I have made presentations on this
educational packet during the Ethics Week of Marymount
University, Arlington, VA; to the staff of Columba Services,
permanent housing for adults in Harlem, and to a group of
activist students of Adelphi University.
We had the good luck of receiving the services of a
yearlong intern from Brazil, Taina Cavalho, who is interested in human rights and, especially, women’s rights. We first
asked her to focus on the UN’s Commission on the Status of
Women (CSW) which was surrounded by hundreds of parallel events in the New York City area all focused on the theme
“Eliminating violence against women.” See her report on
page 2.
Since then we have asked Taina to keep our Facebook
and Twitter accounts active and relevant. See the story
“Bringing Living Room Dialogues to Your Living Room” on
page 3.
New Project
A new project which extends our Living Room Dialogues is beginning a series of Google “hangouts” which a
bring interactive discussions into your living room. Read
more about that on page 3 and watch for reports on this new
way to dialogue. Let us know if you want to join us in this
endeavor. All you need is a Gmail account and a camera on
or in your computer or smart phone.
CSW Sessions
I attended several interesting meetings during the UN
CSW sessions. One was presented by Salesian Fathers working in a small village in rural India where they developed
practical means to overcome an extremely violent degree of
patriarchy and caste and build community. Here are some of
the community based actions implemented:
—Add a child welfare committee to the community council and discuss related issues each month.
—Monitor child welfare issues at the village level; report
to officials as a group.
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At this very moment we are preparing
for the Spring Fling, which is calendared and notices have been sent. Other events and programs are in the planning stage or waiting for confirmation.
Here is a listing of what is in the works
as this newsletter is going to print:
· Scheduled for late May – early June
a “Women As Peacebuilders” session with Rev. Laura Jervis
· Board member Laurence Berg is
consulting with a number of men
who have worked with us about
what topics they would like to discuss in a men’s group. This may
develop into a focus for some Living Room Dialogues.
· We will be perfecting the process
of Google Hangouts as a new mode
for dialogue with hopes to initiate a
program in the fall.
· Plans are beginning for our Recognition Night – 2013.
If you would like to participate in any
of these projects or to help in the planning please let us know.

—Have constant contact with police.
—Meet with the wives of the police
and politicians.
—Meet with men who are heads of institutions.
—Have human rights education at all
levels: universities, schools, child
care agencies, girls clubs, boys
clubs, mothers‘ groups, and men’s
groups.
Such a combination of community
based efforts can make a difference in
attitudes.
—Virginia Dorgan, RSHM
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Living Room Dialogues:
Women as Peacebuilders Series
Since last October, the Network has sponsored five dialogues featuring women who have made
major contributions to peacebuilding. We have defined peacebuilding broadly; these are not women who
have spent time in war-torn areas, but they have worked for a better world in a variety of ways, spiritual
and material. Each of the dialogues have been fully reported on the Network’s website. To find them go
to www.networkforpeace.com, click on “What We Do,” then click on “Living Room Dialogues,” and then
go to “Archives.” Following are excerpts from those reports.
Session 1: Sr. Kathy Maire, Franciscan Sister of Allegany
As usual in Living Room Dialogues, a special guest makes a short presentation after which other
participants are invited into a dialogue on the theme. Kathy Maire was invited to this first session of the
Women as Peacemakers series because of her work with the poor in Bolivia and Nicaragua, farmworkers in
Delaware and the homeless in NYC. As a focus for the conversation, Sr. Kathy was asked to reflect on turning points in her life, a moment or moments that led to deeper understandings and affected the course of her
life….….
Session 2: Sr. Kathleen Kanet, Religious of the Sacred Heart of Mary
There are occasions in life when we feel a strong pull to act in a particular way. Deep inside us we
experience a motivating force that some describe as a call from God and others intuition, a kind of inner
knowing. Kathleen opened her remarks by stating her core beliefs: There is a God who loves us no matter
what and who wants us to love one another. Following from that, God calls us to form relationships, some
informal and interpersonal, some determined by social structures. Through seeking “right” relationships, we
build a more just and peaceful world. We treat others as we would wish to be treated and create societies
where all have their basic needs met…….
Session 3: Stephanie Locker, National Office of The World Can’t Wait
Like many in her generation, Stephanie’s views on war and peace first took shape during the Vietnam War. When it began she was an apolitical student at Fashion Institute of Technology in New York
City. By the end of it she was an activist committed for a lifetime…. A turning point for Stephanie came in
1964 when an uncle took her to a peace parade down Fifth Avenue. She was so moved that when she found
out there was an office of the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) located down the street from her
school, she immediately volunteered and began working out her political views while making relationships
with others who yearned for an end to war…....
Session 4: Rosemarie Pace, Director of Pax Christi Metro
After growing up in a conservative Catholic family, Rosemarie’s mind
opened to new ideas as a student at Marymount Manhattan College, then a liberal Catholic institution. Nevertheless, although students were protesting the
Vietnam war, she saw herself as a loyal American whose country was in the
right. Her questioning this of view began when she accepted an anti-war leaflet describing Ho Chi Minh as a man trying to liberate his country. The next
challenge to her usual view came from an article in a Catholic newspaper, the
Brooklyn Tablet, describing the radical acts some Catholics were taking to protest the war. She had previously been skeptical of joining protesters, but the
idea that some were Catholics made the possibility of protest look safer……
(Women as Peacebuilders is continued on page 3)
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A new educational resource, “Modern Slavery: The Secret World
of Trafficking of Women,” is now available from Network for
Peace through Dialogue. This resource, which includes a DVD,
background information and an outline for discussion, features
passionate anti-trafficking activist Sr. Eugenia Bonetti. Modeled
on the Network’s “Living Room Dialogue” program and useful for
all audiences, from schools to community groups, it is an excellent
tool for opening the subject of sex trafficking and considering actions for ending it.
The packet can be purchased for $10 plus $5 for shipping and handling from: Network for
Peace through Dialogue, 240 E. 93d St., #3H, New York, NY 10128 or online at
www.networkforpeace.com.
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